Abstract—Multipath TCP is adopted by IETF to support use of multiple available paths for data transfer over single connection that was not supported by TCP. It is extension of TCP with multi-homing feature which tries to solve problem of utilizing multiple available NICs for providing higher resiliency and/or higher bandwidth. As multipath TCP uses more than one path for data transfer, an efficient multipath scheduler is required at sender side to distribute data efficiently over different paths in order to utilize network resources efficiently and to gain high performance. The main objective of scheduler is to utilize all available paths and select the best path over which data packet should be sent.

In this paper we observe existing schedulers and its functionality. We focus on default scheduler provided with Linux kernel implementation and cover problems associated with it. Here we propose a scheduler to obtain higher performance in MPI applications on HPC environment. We have designed this algorithm for MPI application running on MPI cluster. Our analysis shows that this algorithm will improve the performance with MPTCP compared to the default scheduler.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today nearly all computing devices have multiple network interfaces: mobile phones with Wi-Fi and 3G, laptops with Wi-Fi and Ethernet and servers too are equipped with one or more interfaces. TCP is the most common protocol being used today for Internet application but it does not support multi-homing. To utilize all available paths between communicating entities multipath transport protocol is required. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has adopted Multipath TCP as an extended form of TCP with the support of multi-homing feature.

MPTCP [1, 2] is multipath byte stream protocol which provides reliable and ordered delivery of messages (same as TCP) but it also supports use of all available paths for transferring data among communicating hosts over single connection. MPTCP supports use of multiple IP addresses per one pair of hosts. MPTCP is backwards compatible with applications that are only TCP aware, but has unique features such as traffic routing, network addressing, and connection direction. Today it is being mostly used in datacenters and in wireless networks with the goal of utilization of all available network resources and providing high performance [12, 13, 14]. Linux kernel implementation of MPTCP (on 2.6.x and above) is also available for use in testing, research and in production. Apple iPhones and iPods also have support of MPTCP [9].

One common thing with multipath transport protocols is that sender needs to decide how to distribute data over all available paths. MPTCP congestion control scheme [5] restrict use of congested paths for data transfer but do not schedule data over efficient path. MPTCP congestion control schemes do not fulfill the need of selection of efficient path for data transfer, for that a scheduler is required. Scheduler decides how to distribute data efficiently over multiple available paths. It is what selects the best path among all available paths based on different path characteristics and sends data over them. Scheduler must be capable enough to deal with heterogeneous and dynamically changing characteristics of paths as well as corresponding congestion situation of them.

MPTCP is adopted with the goals of improving performance by using multiple disjoint paths simultaneously for data transfer on single connection, for better utilization of network resources and to improve network capacity. Here MPTCP scheduler needs to deal with paths with various network constraints. So the scheduler, which distributes packets over dissimilar paths, is an important design constraint for efficient performance of MPTCP. The scheduler for MPTCP must take care about different path characteristics such as RTT, delays, buffer size, etc.

In the world of High Performance Computing Clusters [4], MPI [3] (Message Passing Interface) is the de facto standard for achieving communication between various nodes present in the cluster. The goal of MPI is to provide an effective and portable environment where developers can easily build message passing programs for HPC. MPI supports various transport protocols over Ethernet (e.g., TCP, iWARP, UDP, raw Ethernet frames, etc.), shared memory and InfiniBand. The way most HPC are implemented today, they have a primary high bandwidth and low latency network for data communication (usually InfiniBand) and a secondary network for management, backup, or fall back purposes. In most cases, it is the network that causes bottleneck for the jobs running on HPC, as a result, networking technologies used in HPCs are constantly evolving and are so advanced, that they are almost exclusively only used in HPC environment.

In this paper, we study default MPTCP scheduler which is part of the Linux Kernel Implementation of MPTCP and address problems and limitations associated with it. To overcome problems associated with default scheduler, we propose a scheduler based on queue length at subflows and
RTT of subflows. The scheduler is designed by keeping in mind about HPC cluster environment and its network requirements. Here we have covered expected outcomes of this proposed algorithm with MPI application. Our analysis shows that it will improve the performance of MPTCP with MPI with compared to default scheduler of MPTCP Linux kernel.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY

A. Multipath TCP

MPTCP [1, 2] is an extension of TCP which supports use of multiple available paths for data transfer as well as provides higher resiliency in comparison of TCP. It provides reliable, connection oriented data transfer same as TCP. It follows three-way handshake process same as TCP for connection establishment with MP_CAPABLE option with each packet. Further addition of subflow on this connection can be done by three way handshake process with MP_JOIN option with TCP connection establishment packets. MPTCP supports two kind of data sequence numbering. One 64-bit data sequence number at connection level and another 32-bit data sequence number at subflow level. MPTCP uses coupled congestion control scheme for congestion control which work similar to TCP congestion control but increment and decrement in size of window will be different.

MPTCP need scheduling which was not needed in TCP as it does not support multiple paths for single connection. Next section covers scheduling and its needs as well as different scheduling technique.

B. Multipath TCP Scheduling

MPTCP [1, 2] is multipath transport protocol which transmits data using multiple available paths. MPTCP congestion control scheme restricts use of congested paths for data transfer but do not schedule data over efficient path. MPTCP congestion control schemes do not fulfill the needs of selection of efficient path for data transfer, for that scheduler is required.Schedulers decide how to distribute data over multiple available paths. It selects the best path among available paths based on different path characteristics and sends data over the path.

Whenever an MPTCP sender wants to transmit data, the sender desires to make 3 decisions [7].

- First which subflow(s) are available to send data? This decision is made by the MPTCP congestion control scheme which preserves a per-subflow cwnd. The subflows with available cwnd are available for transmitting data.
- Second, if several subflows have available cwnd, a scheduler selects subflow among them to send data.
- Third, after selecting a subflow, the scheduler resolves how much data should be sent on that subflow. The third decision concerns the granularity of the allocation.
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C. Existing Scheduler

Linux Kernel implementation of MPTCP [9] provides choice between two different schedulers. A Default scheduler and a Round-Robin scheduler.

1) Default Scheduler

In the Linux kernel implementation of Multipath TCP, the default scheduler always chooses the subflow with the smallest round-trip-time to send data [8]. Default scheduler checks for RTT of each path and selects path with smallest RTT until congestion window is available after that it will pass data on path with second smallest RTT value. Sending data over the subflow with the smallest round-trip-time is not adequate to attain good performance on memory constrained devices that make use of a small receiving window [9].

It only considers RTT to select path while it is necessary to take care about congestion on path, receiver buffer size, no of packets waiting at subflow level etc to efficiently schedule data in each time.

2) Round-Robin Scheduler

Round-Robin Scheduler schedules data over all available subflows in round-robin fashion without taking care about any of path characteristics. As a result it will perform poor in some situations and do not take advantage of heterogeneous network and path
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2) Round-Robin Scheduler

Round-Robin Scheduler schedules data over all available subflows in round-robin fashion without taking care about any of path characteristics. As a result it will perform poor in some situations and do not take advantage of heterogeneous network and path
characteristics\textsuperscript{[9]}. However, in case of bulk data transmission, the scheduling is not really round-robin, since the application is able to fill the congestion window of all subflows and then packets are scheduled as soon as space is again available in each subflow’s congestion window.

When paths have significant delay difference round robin will not efficiently utilize paths because it always tries to equally distribute data among all available paths.

3) Other Existing Solutions

One Delay aware packet scheduling approach is proposed in “DAPS: Intelligent Delay-Aware Packet Scheduling For Multipath Transport\textsuperscript{[10]}”. This scheduler aims to reduce the receiver’s buffer blocking time taken as a main parameter to improve the Quality of Service (QoS) in wireless environments. In this paper\textsuperscript{[10]}, authors developed a model for maximum blocking time because of multipath delay imbalance i.e. to decrease amount of time for which packets need to wait in receiver’s buffer for ordered delivery and validated this model with ns-2 simulations. Authors found an approach to match the paths asymmetry and avoid buffer blocking. Authors have implemented and evaluated DAPS in ns-2, and more adapted the scheduling of CMT-SCTP that selects packets to be conveyed over each paths based on their RTT values, in order to support ordered reception. This scheduler takes two paths with different delays and assigns list of sequence numbers to paths on which packets to be transmitted or sent. It is implemented for CMT-SCTP protocol not for MPTCP. For this scheduler authors have considered that both paths have large delay difference as well as cwnd value is stable which is not true for all situations\textsuperscript{[8]}.

Another scheduler is proposed in “A Scheduler for Multipath TCP\textsuperscript{[7]}” which tries to approximate the available capacity on each subflow and calculate the number of bytes transmitted over each subflow. This facilitates the scheduler to identify when the subflow is sending too much data and select the other subflow at that time. The scheduler proposed in this paper is implemented in the Linux kernel, but the source code does not seem to have been released by the authors. The performance of the scheduler is evaluated by considering a simulation scenario with very long file transfers in a network with a very small size buffer. It does not represent a real use case for Multipath TCP.

III. PROPOSED SCHEDULING SCHEME

Here we proposed a scheduling scheme which is based on default scheduler of MPTCP provided with Linux kernel implementation of MPTCP. Below Figure 2 shows us flow chart of proposed scheduler. As shown in figure scheduler go through each available subflow and chooses the best subflow from them based on the availability, congestion situation and RTT. Here scheduler goes through each subflow and chooses the best path among them.

First it checks whether packet comes for retransmission or comes for first time. If packet comes for retransmission and it was earlier transmitted on same subflow then this path will not be selected for same packet and scheduler checks availability of another subflow. If it is first time transmission or not before transmitted on same subflow then another condition will be checked. Next scheduler checks the congestion situation if number of transmitted packets whose acknowledgments yet not received or are on the way are more than the size of congestion window then that path will not be selected because it is already have more packets. Next if congestion window is available and it is more than in flight packets then it will check for the space in its buffer. If number of packets waiting for transmission on that path are more than capacity or space then this path will be rejected. After that next condition will be checked if space is available at sending buffer. Now scheduler will check how many packets are waiting in queue at particular path for transmission and calculate the total processing time. Here we have taken one variable \textit{min proc time to peer} which is initialized with maximum value. For the first path if its processing time is less than this variable’s value then this path will be selected. If two paths will have same processing time than based on RTT value packet will be transmitted on the subflow with lower RTT value.

This whole process will be repeated for all available subflow and best path will be selected from them.

Figure 2 Proposed Scheduling Flow chart
IV. Expected Outcomes of Proposed Work

We have designed this algorithm by keeping in mind to increase performance of MPTCP with different path characteristics and our theoretical analysis shows that our work will improve the performance of MPTCP with MPI for data transfer.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a scheduler which is based on packets waiting at subflow level (queue size), RTT value and congestion situation of subflow. This scheduler is designed by taking care about requirements of MPI applications running on HPC cluster. The performance of this scheduler is measured by running file transfer application of MPI which transfers file from master to compute node and its performance is compared with performance of default scheduler provided with Linux Kernel of MPTCP.

From this we can conclude that default scheduler is not efficient in all situations such as subflows with different delay, buffer size and path capacity. Therefore an efficient scheduler is required which not only based on RTT but also consider other network parameters for path selection. As per our assumption and analysis, our proposed work performs better than default scheduler and considers congestion situation, RTT and packets waiting at subflow for path selection.
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